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Problems there rarely go to court, yet affect “users”.
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Because we know how to analyze software specs!
  - Many successful tools: model checkers, theorem provers (SAT solvers, SMT solvers, etc.)
  - Scalability and expressivity are still an issue, but lots of effort put in that direction.

So, if regulations were similar to specs we could use existing technology.

If not, ad-hoc techniques will have to be developed, and that takes decades!
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- Very different to run-time or compile-time configurations.
- Specs do not self-modify themselves...
- ...except for some prototype dynamic specification languages with self-referencing capabilities...
- ...but they are still far from being used in the current state of the practice.
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- Eg. “if at the time of the execution the agent were obligated to ... then she ...”
- Software specs may impose behaviours based on run-time conditions.
- But they don’t specify behaviour that is conditional to the runtime requirements...
- ...if the term makes any sense at all.
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- Last three’s common denominator: considering deontic operators as first-class operators.
- They don’t seem to occur in specs.
- If we only consider regulations that do not need them:
  - Still able cover an important and varied amount of regulations that are common in the real world.
  - Can resort to tools and technologies meant to analyze software specs.
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- Miriad of possible approaches with success stories in specs.
- We chose LTL.
- Many available, well-established model checkers: SPIN, DiVinE, NuSMV, etc.

General approach:
- Automata network describing system behaviour.
- Formula to assert requirements.
- If model checker answers YES, formula holds.
- If it answers NO, then it outputs a counterexample trace.
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- We devised a wrapper language: FL
- Background theory:
  - Aim: reflect the “real world”.
  - Simple language, translates into automata.

- Formulae:
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Example

- **Background theory:**

  - **actions** SemBegins, SemEnds
  - **interval** Semester **defined by actions** SemBegins-SemEnds
    - only occurs in scope AcademicYear **occurrences** 2
  - **action** TakeExam **outputValues** {PassWithHonors, Pass, Fail}
    - only occurs in scope Semester

The students are obligated to take at least one exam per academic year \(\mathcal{O}(\text{AcademicYear} \cdot \text{TakeExam})\).

It is forbidden to fail two or more exams during a semester. If that happens, situation can be fixed by passing with honors some exam in that same semester \(\rho_\text{Semester}(\text{TakeExam}.\text{Fail} \land X \rho_\text{Semester}(\text{TakeExam}.\text{Fail}))\)

where \(\rho = \rho_\text{Semester}(\text{TakeExam}.\text{PassWithHonors})\).

Complex property: it is permitted to fail up to \(n\) exams, counter failed increments with action TakeExam.Fail

\(P(\text{failed} \leq n)\)
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  - only occurs in scope `AcademicYear` occurrences 2
  - **action** `TakeExam` **outputValues** `{PassWithHonors, Pass, Fail}`
  - only occurs in scope `Semester`

- The students are obligated to take at least one exam per academic year
  - $O(\Diamond_{\text{AcademicYear}} \text{TakeExam})$

- It is forbidden to fail two or more exams during a semester. If that happens, situation can be fixed by passing with honors some exam in that same semester
  - $F_{\rho}(\Diamond_{\text{Semester}}(\text{TakeExam.Fail} \land X\Diamond_{\text{Semester}} \text{TakeExam.Fail}))$
  - where $\rho = \Diamond_{\text{Semester}} \text{TakeExam.PassWithHonors}$
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- **Background theory:**
  
  - **actions** `SemBegins`, `SemEnds`
  - **interval** `Semester` *defined by actions* `SemBegins-SemEnds`
    - *only occurs in scope* `AcademicYear` *occurrences* `2`
  - **action** `TakeExam` **outputValues** `{PassWithHonors, Pass, Fail}`
    - *only occurs in scope* `Semester`

- The students are obligated to take at least one exam per academic year
  
  \[ O(\Diamond_{\text{AcademicYear}} \text{TakeExam}) \]

- It is forbidden to fail two or more exams during a semester. If that happens, situation can be fixed by passing with honors some exam in that same semester
  
  \[ F_\rho(\Diamond_{\text{Semester}}(\text{TakeExam.Fail} \land X\Diamond_{\text{Semester}} \text{TakeExam.Fail})) \]
  
  where \( \rho = \Diamond_{\text{Semester}} \text{TakeExam.PassWithHonors} \)

- **Complex property:** it is permitted to fail up to \( n \) exams
  
  - **counter** failed **increments with action** `TakeExam.Fail`
  
  \[ P(\text{failed} \leq n) \]
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- Permissions do not affect the set of traces.
- Instead, they are interpreted as “checks” that the rest of the rules must fulfill.
- If not, then there is an incoherence.
- That is, $P(\varphi)$ means:
  \[ \exists \tau \in \text{system traces}, \tau \models \Diamond \varphi \]
- Satisfies usual desiderata:
  1. Obligatory $\rightarrow$ should be regarded as permitted.
  2. Forbidden $\rightarrow$ should be regarded as not permitted.
  3. Explicitly permitted $\rightarrow$ should be regarded as not forbidden.
  4. Explicitly permitted $\rightarrow$ should not be regarded as obligatory.

- Even with conditional permission, which seems hard according to the literature.
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Background theory

- **actions** YearBegins, YearEnds
- **interval** AcademicYear defined by actions YearBegins-YearEnds

Automata has inAcademicYear boolean variable. Turns on with YearBegins and off with YearEnds. Those occur non-deterministically.

$\Diamond_{\text{AcademicYear}} \text{TakeExam} = \text{YearBegins} \rightarrow (\text{inAcademicYear} \lor \text{TakeExam})$